RELEASE NOTES FOR ROLLTALK
Release notes for Rolltalk Designer 6.7.2 release packages
769: +46 required in Sweden
Swedish country code no longer required, region code working
2331: Screen keyboard window is maximized
Fixed problem with maximizing customized window when fixed windows size is
defined.
3095: Save for Micro Rolltalk should be visible in Simple Menu
Added Micro Rolltalk menues to the simple menu level.
3096: Text placement should be set to above picture by default
Changed default text placement on fields to over picture.
3112: COM port search on Light V1 stops on COM1
Fixed 'freeze' when searching for comport on some computers.
3019: Default day colors in Sweden and Denmark
Fixed default day colors in Danish version.
3138: Dwell animation not visible in entire field
Fixed update problems with square dwell animation.
3167: Runtime error with wireless switches and activity light
Fixed stability problem related to wireless switches and activity light.
3241: Capital letters and Capslock goes out of sync
Fixed out of synch problem with Capital letters on screen keyboards when page was
defined to show only Capitals.
2881: Gewa infrared signals updated
Added new page library for Gewa Ir phone.
2969: Text-to-speech engine names refreshed
Added automatic update of speech engine names that changed with new Acapela
voices in 6.7.
3092: Field frame is imported to paint editor
Removed frame from picture when field content is edited by paint.
3105: COM ports move to different locations
Fixed stability problem with USB ports in Windows Vista and Windows 7, that
changes during runtime.
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3062: Error in Micro Rolltalk keyboards
Fixed problem with macroes on pages defined to have Capital letters
3329: Implement Rasmus for Micro Rolltalk
Rasmus is now a part of the 6.7.2 release cycle.
3330: Babiledll must be updated to support Acapela 7.7
Micro Rolltalk now supports Rasmus, and Acapela has fixed some Norwegian issues
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